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ABSTRACT: Six biochemical indicators of protein synthesis rate and of metabolic rate in white muscle
(RNA concentration expressed as mg RNA g-l muscle, pg RNA mg-' protein and mg RNA mg-' DNA;
and the activities of the enzymes citrate synthase, cytochrome oxidase and lactate dehydrogenase)
were measured in individual saithe Pollachus virens caught withln the Beryl Oilfield in the North Sea
on 4 different occasions over a period of 1 yr. These biochemical parameters were compared with
values obtained from laboratory growth experiments in order to estimate growth rates of the offshore
fish. Seasonal patterns of growth rate were observed for all of these parameters and all indicated higher
growth rates in the summer. Mean estimates of growth rate from RNA concentration, RNA:protein,
RNA:DNA and citrate synthase activities for each group (i.e.fish caught at the same location and at the
same time) were not significantly different. In addition, condition factor ( K ) ,caecal-somatic index (CSI)
and gall-bladder-liver index (GLI) indicated that feeding/growth rates were highest in summer and
lowest in winter. Comparisons between fish caught in the Beryl Oilfield in August 1988 and a sample
caught in open sea water above a submerged wreck during the same period, suggested that the fish
found around the oil platforms had similar growth rates to those in the open sea.

INTRODUCTION
In the North Sea, the potential biological effects of
hydrocarbon pollution from oil platforms on the
general health of marine life and on commercial
fishery stocks is a primary concern (Dicks et al. 1988).
The impact of drilling platforms in the sea is complex.
There is concern about oil-coated drill-cuttings or oilbased drilling muds discharged into the sea which can
lead to high concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons
in the sediments close to the platforms and it has been
suggested that these may be available to fish and shellfish feeding in proximity to the platform (Massie et al.
1981). In fact, hydrocarbons have been found to accumulate in the tissues of fish and shellfish found around
oil-related installations at several different locations
(McGill et al. 1987, Coccheri et al. 1990, Al-Saad 1990,
Parker et al. 1990).
There is evidence that many fish found in the vicinity
of oil platforms are part of a resident or semi-resident
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marine community and that their population density
decreases with increasing distance from the platform
(AUMS 1987a. b). In a study of cod Gadus morhua and
haddock Melanogrammus aeglefinnus caught in close
proximity to the oil platforms of the Beryl field, significantly higher levels of hepatic aryl hydrocarbon
hydroxylase were found as compared to fish of the
same species caught in areas away from oil platforms
(Davies et al. 1984),indicating that some hydrocarbons
from drilling muds are available for fish feeding in the
surrounding water.
The effect of pollutants on fish and shellfish have
been considered by many workers using a variety of
different approaches including: changes in swimming
and feeding behaviour (Drummond et al. 1973, Luquet
et al. 1983), changes in growth rate (Kearns & Aitchison 1979), monitoring of disease prevalence in natural
stocks (Bucke & Waterman 1988), accumulation of
non-nutrient metals (Pierson 1981), induction of the
mixed function oxygenase system (Spies et al. 1982),
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analysis of chemical residues (Murray & Norton 1982),
and the genotoxic effect of possible mutagens (Dixon &
Clarke 1982). In many studies exposure to a pollutant
has been regarded as a stressful event and specific biochemical responses to stress, such as the production of
detoxification enzymes, metallothionein production
and changes in the immunological defence system,
have been measured (see Adams 1990, Holwerda &
Opperhuizen 1991). However, there is no evidence
that either the accumulation of hydrocarbon in the
flesh or the increase in the activity of enzymes to metabolise such hydrocarbons affects growth rate of fish.
The first aim of thls study was to estimate the
growth rates of individual saithe caught around
drilling platforms within the Beryl Oilfield in the
North Sea at different times of year. Pre-determined
laboratory-based biochemical correlates of growth
rate for saithe, which include RNA concentration (an
indicator of protein synthetic aciiviiy) and enzyme
activity (an indicator of metabolic energy demand)
(Mathers et al. 1992), were used to estimate growth
rates. In addition, condition factor (Fulton 1911), relative caecal number (Bergot et al. 1981) and relative
gall bladder size (Talbot & Higgins 1982) were
measured. Seven different indicators (6 biochemical
indicators and caecal-somatic index) were used to
estimate the growth rates of the oilfield fish and comparisons were made between them. The value of
using multiple indices to assess the current growth
rate of fish is discussed. Secondly, the platform fish
were compared with fish of the same species caught
at the same time in other open sea sites (away from
potential hydrocarbon pollution) using the same
biochemical and physical measures. The other sites
were above Transocean 111, the wreck of a semisubmersible drilling rig, and Loch Ewe, a sea loch
on the west coast of Scotland.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fish collection and treatment.
Open sea groups of fish: During 1988 and 1989, 6 fish
collecting trips were made at 3 different locations. Four
trips were made to the Beryl Oilfield (located at 59'33'
N, 1°30' E), one to the waters above the wreck of
Transocean I11 (TIII) (8 km SW of the Beryl Oilfield,
located at 5g031' N, 1'24' E) and one to Loch Ewe in
Wester Ross, Scotland. The water temperature of the
Beryl Oilfield and of the area above TIII was estimated
to be 6 to 7 "C (MAFF 1981), and the temperature in
Loch Ewe was 12 "C. Around the Beryl platforms and
TIII, saithe Pollachius vlrens represented the majority
of the catch (82 % of total fish caught). Saithe were
caught in Loch Ewe for comparison with the other sites.
Details of catch dates and numbers, ages and weights
of all saithe caught are given in Table 1.
All fish were caught by line fishing, killed on site and
samples taken within a few minutes of capture. Whole
body weight was recorded and a sample of white
muscle was removed from a standardised area between the dorsal fin and lateral line, immediately
frozen in Liquid nitrogen, transported to the laboratory
in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70 "C. The remainder
of the fish were labelled and frozen at -20 "C for later
dissection in the laboratory.
The defrosted carcasses were measured for tail-fork
length and dissected to determine the weights of the
pyloric caecae (the region posterior to the stomach to
the end of the caecal attachment to the intestine), liver
and gall bladder (including its contents).
Growth experiment fish: Saithe of between 100 and
650 g in weight were maintained in the laboratory for
2 to 4 wk at 8 to 12 "C with controlled levels of feeding
in order to promote a wide range of growth rates.
Details are given in Mathers et al. (1992).

Table 1. Pollachius virens. Numbers and weights of saithe of different ages caught in the viclnity of the Beryl oil platform in the
North sea from 4 fishing trips during 1988 a n d 1989. above Transocean 111 (TIII) in August 1988 and in Loch Ewe in August 1989.
All weights a r e given a s mean (g) f SE
Age

TIII

Loch Ewe

August 1988
n Weight

August 1989
n
Weight

Beryl Oil Platform
August 1988
n Weight

2+

October 1988
n
Weight
1

484.3

April 1989
n
Weight
1

732.9

August 1989
n
Weight
8

738.6

2

(t105.4)
3+

7

673.1
47.5)

10

4+

5

934.6

8

(i- 98.3)

5+

5

1388.4
( k 164.2)

725.4

23

(t49 7)

(_C

930.9

6

(i128.1)
16

1254.7
(+ 94.5)

604.7

8

656 9

716.2

1

703.5

( + 23.9)

21

804.7

(237.0)

11

(t30.4)

( + 22.1)

547.6
(L 100.5)

559.9
( ? 22.8)

5

645.9
[ ? 56.2)

7

1137.4
( 5 154.7)

30

224.7

( 2 1.7)
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Sample analysis.
White muscle assays: The concentrations of RNA,
DNA and protein, and the activities of the enzymes
citrate synthase (EC 4.1.3.7),cytochrome oxidase (EC
1.9.3.1) and lactate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.27) were
determined from pieces of the frozen white muscle
(Mathers et al. 1992). The RNA concentration was expressed as mg RNA g-' muscle, ~g RNA mg-' protein
and mg RNA mg-' DNA. The enzyme activities were
expressed as pm01 substrate utilised g-' DW min-'.
Whole body and organ measurements: Three different indices and the age of each fish were measured:
(1) condition factor (K) (Fulton 1911); (2) caecalsomatic index (CSI)= (C 100)/W,where Cis the weight
of the pyloric caecae and W is the weight of the whole
fish; and (3) gall bladder-liver index (GLI) = ( G 100)/L,
where C is the weight of the gall bladder including its
contents and L is the weight of the liver.
The age of each fish was determined from examination of the sagittal zones within the otolith (Williams &
Bedford 1974).
Statistics: The effect of body size on each physical
and biochemical parameter was determined using the
allometric equation Y = aXb. The value of the slope 'b'
was calculated using all the wild fish and the calibration fish. When the relationship was found to be significant, ' b pwas used to correct the measured values
to that of the 'standard' weight of individual which was
500 g for this study. (The weight range of the laboratory fish was 100 to 650 g and for the oilfield fish the
range was 200 to 2000 g: 500 g was selected as a
weight common to both groups of fish.) The correlations with growth rate established for saithe (Mathers
et al. 1992) were modified to represent a 500 g standard individual and are given in the form y = mx + c,
where X is the defined parameter and y is growth rate.
For all correlations with growth rate, except CSI, only
growing individuals were included.
Comparisons between sets of data were made using
analysis of variance and the Newman-Keuls m.ultiple
range test (Zar 1974) or the Student's t-test where
appropriate. A 5 % level of significance was used
throughout.
RESULTS

The fish caught around the Alpha and Bravo platforms
within the Beryl oilfield were in the age range 2+ to 5+
(Table 1).Seasonal variations were evident in the mean
weights of the groups with a significant decline in mean
weight for age classes 3+, 4+ and 5+ between October
1988 and April 1989 (p<0.05)followed by a significant
increase in mean weight in August 1989 (p < 0.05).These
changes in weight are paralleled by significant changes
in condition factor (see Fig. 3), therefore it is assumed
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that the fish actually lose weight between October and
April and gain weight between April and August. For
age 2+ the sample was too small to make a comparison.
The fish from above TIII were of age 2+ to 4 + and a comparison of these with the Beryl fish caught in August
1988 showed that the TIII fish were significantly smaller
(p< 0.01) (Table 1).The fish caught in Loch Ewe were a
younger population (all of age 2+) and significantly
smaller than the fish of the same age class from the Beryl
August 1989 catch (p< 0.001).
In August 1989, fish were caught around both Beryl
Alpha and Beryl Bravo. A comparison of the physical
and biochemical characteristics of the fish from the 2
areas of the Beryl field showed no significant differences between the Alpha and Bravo platforms
(Table 2) and therefore they are treated as one location
for the purposes of this study.
Table 2. Pollachius virens. Comparison between the saithe
caught around Beryl Alpha (n = 18) and Beryl Bravo (n = 5)
during the same fishing tnp in August 1989. Values are
given as mean ? SE. Units of measurement are described in
'Materials and methods'
Parameter

Beryl Alpha

Weight (g)
Length (cm)
Condition factor
Liver-somatic index
Caecal-somatic index
RNA concentration
RNA: protein
RNA :DNA
Lactate dehydrogenase
Cytochrome oxidase

816.7
60.71
41.22 f 1.03
1.14 0.02
5.40 0.49
1.91 0.12
0.87 0.05
5.56
0.24
0.802 f 0.06
0 834 f 0.05
8.99 f 1.14

+
+
+
+
+
+

Beryl Bravo
1034.56 f 226.46
43.48 f 3.14
1.20 f 0.05
5.95 f 0.76
1.94 f 0.18
0.94 f 0.18
6.45 f 0.86
0.853
0.08
0.854
0.06
10.31 f 4.80

+
+

Seasonal variations
Seasonal variations were evident for all the biochemical and physical indices with the highest values
found in August and the lowest in April in most cases
(Figs. 1 to 3).The exceptions were GLI, which increased
in winter because bile accumulated as feeding was
reduced, protein: DNA, which remained constant
throughout the year and lactate dehydrogenase activity,
which peaked in autumn. No significant differences
were observed between Beryl and T3 in August 1988, or
between Beryl and Loch Ewe in August 1989.
The measured values (for all parameters) of the
summer-caught oilfield and open sea fish were within
the relevant ranges found for the fed laboratory fish in
all cases. This is demonstrated for condition factor and
RNA:protein in Fig. 4 . We are therefore confident that
the laboratory-based correlations can be used to estimate the growth rates of the open sea fish.
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was made between the variable
feeding/growth rates of the offshore
fish. Significant relationships were
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methods') and the corrected correlaiions with growth rate were calculated (Table 4 ) .
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Growth rate estimates of wild
saithe populations
The 7 different growth correlates
established above were used to
estimate the growth rates of individual wild fish. The mean estimates
( + SE) were calculated for each
method and the 7 values for each
group are given in Table 5. A

seasonal pattern of growth rate is
evident with the highest values in
August and the lowest values in
Apnl. This is in agreement with the
Fig. 1. Pollactuus virens. Seasonal variations in (A) mg RNA
muscle, (B) pg
RNA mg-lproteln, (C) mg RNA mg-' DNA, (D) mg DNA g-' muscle, (E)mg
changes observed in Figs. 1 to 3.
muscle and (F) mg protein mg-' DNA for the saithe caught around the
protein
For each sampling time,
Beryl oil platforms and those from Transocean 111 in August 1988 and Loch
parisons
were made between the 7
Ewe in August 1989
different methods of estirnatmg
growth rate using analysis of variCorrelations with growth rate
ance and the Newman-Keuls test. Four out of the 7
indices used gave similar estimates of growth rate. The
Correlations with growth rate for RNA concentra3 expressions of RNA concentration gave mean growth
rate estimates which were not significantly different in
tion, RNA : protein, RNA: DNA, CO activity, CS activity
all cases except Beryl in April 1989, and the estimates
and LDH activity for growing laboratory maintained
saithe were determined as described in Mathers et al.
from CS activity were in agreement with the estimates
(1992). In addition, a significant correlation was found
from RNA concentration in all cases. The other 3
indices agreed with RNA concentration in some inbetween CS1 for both fed and starved laboratory indistances: CO activity gave a similar estimate in 2 cases
viduals described by the equation:
(Beryl, October 1988 and Loch Ewe, August 1989),
CS1 = 0.512 growth rate (% d-l) + 1.61
while estimates from LDH activity were in agreement
with RNA concentration in 1 case (TIII, August 1988)
where n = 27, r = 0.567 and p < 0.01
No correlation was found between growth rate and
and CS1 in 2 cases (TIII, August 1988 and Loch Ewe,
August 1989).For Beryl in April 1989, most growth rate
either K or GLI.
1988

1989

1988

Time of sampling

1989
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Fig. 2. Pollacluus virens.Seasonal variations in the activities of
the enzymes (A) cytochrome oxidase, (B) citrate synthase and
(C) lactate dehydrogenase for the saithe caught around the
Beryl oil platforms and those from Transocean I11 in August
1988 and Loch Ewe in August 1989. Shading as in Fig. 1

Fig. 3. Pollachius virens. Seasonal variations in (A) condition
factor, (B) caecal-somatic index and (C) gall bladder-liver
index for the saithe caught around the Beryl oil platforms
and those from Transocean I11 in August 1988 and Loch Ewe
in August 1989. Shading as in Fig. 1

estimates were negative (RNA concentration, CO,
LDH and CSI) indicating that the fish were losing
weight.
Comparisons were also made between sites sampled
at the same time. The growth rates estimates of the fish
caught from Beryl and TIII in August 1988 were not
significantly different for any of the methods used for
estimating growth rate (Table 5). Comparison between
Beryl and Loch Ewe in August 1989 showed that the
growth rate estimates from RNA concentration, RNA:
protein and RNA: DNA were significantly lower for the
Loch Ewe fish, while the CO and CS1 estimates
showed no significant difference (Table 5). However,
when fish of the same age class (2+) were compared,
no significant differences were found except for
RNA: DNA.

DISCUSSION

Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is concerned with the transfer of the genetic code from DNA and the synthesis of
new proteins, and the amount of RNA within a tissue is
directly related to its protein synthesis requirements
(Houlihan et al. 1989). In this study we have shown
that the RNA concentration in white muscle does vary
with season: slow growth or weight loss in winter is
accompanied by low RNA concentrations while higher
growth rates in summer are supported by higher RNA
concentrations. The ratios of RNA:DNA and RNA:
protein have also been used to express RNA concentration in order to overcome the problems of change
in water content or differences in cell number which
may occur with changes in growth rate (Bulow 1970,
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Laboratov saithe
H Open sea saithe

B"1

Condition Factor

Fig. 4. Pollachius virens. Distribution of measured values for
(A) condition factor K a n d (B) RNA: protein for the fed laboratory fish a n d all the August sampled oil field a n d open sea fish

Robinson & Ware 1988). RNA:DNA and RNA:protein
ratios varied significantly with season, but variation
in the DNA and protein concentrations with season
were also significant, although the ratio between the 2

remained constant. This would indicate that the ratios
of RNA: DNA and RNA:protein may be subject to
seasonal variation as a result of changes in tissue composition with feeding status in addition to the changes
in RNA activity and concentration associated with
protein synthesis rates. The RNA content of a tissue or
whole animal may therefore be better described in
relation to dry weight.
The activity of any enzyme within a tissue is related to its requirement and therefore to the metabolic rate of that tissue. In the present study, seasonal
patterns in enzyme activity were observed corresponding to periods of slow or negative winter
growth and h g h e r rates of growth in the summer.
Cytochrome oxidase activity in fish around Beryl and
Transocean 111 in August 1988 and from Beryl and
Loch Ewe in August 1989, were not significantly different. However, there was a significant difference
between the CO activity between 1988 and 1989
(Fig. 3). The same is true for LDH activity and this
disagrees with the values obtained for all the physical
indices and for RNA concentration. It was noted at
dissection that most of the fish caught in August 1989
had large amounts of food in the stomach and intestines, indicating recent feeding. Enzyme activities
have been shown to respond to changes in feeding
level with reduced activity during starvation (Moon &
Johnston 1980, Sullivan & Somero 1983) and increased activity post feeding (Goolish & Adelman
1988). The increase in enzyme activity is associated
with a n increase in protein synthesis but it would
seem that immediately after feeding there is a period
of elevated enzyme activity similar to the compensatory growth described for RNA activity by Miglavs
& Jobling (1989). This post-feeding elevation in enzyme activity may also affect the activity of CS but
data are not available.
In previous studies various physical indicators have
been used individually to assess the condition and sea-

Table 3 Pollachius vjrens. Regressions of log parameter y on log body weight X for all the saithe from the Beryl field, Transocean
111, Loch Ewe and the laboratory. Measurements were made on cvhite muscle and the parameters included are RNA concentration (RNA, mg RNA g - ' tissue), the ratio of RNA concentration to protein con.centration ( R N A :protein; pg RNA mg-I protein), the
ratio of RNA concentration to DNA concentration (RNA:DNA; mg RNA mg-l DNA), the activities of the enzymes citrate synthase
(CS; pm01 g - l DW m i n - ' ) ,cytochrome oxidase (CO; pm01 g - ' DW min-l) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH, mm01 g - ' DW min-l),
and the caecal-somatic index (CSI; % total wt). NS: not significant
Parameter
RNA
RNA : protein
RNA : DNA
CS
CO

LDH
CS1

Regression
log y
log y
log y
log y
log y
log y
log y

= -0.257 log X
= -0.283 log X
= -0.288 log X

=
=
=

=

0.577
1.468
+ 0.700
-0.148 log X + 1.719
0.101 log X + 0.568
0.852 log X - 2.514
-0.260 log X + 2.377
t

+

n

r

P

220
220
214
72
176
137
176

0.362
0.488
0.460
0.134
0 052
0.087
0.170

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

NS
NS
NS
NS
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Table 4. Pollachius virens. Weight corrected geometric mean regression equations of growth rate X and parameter y for RNA
concentration, nucleic acid ratios, enzyme activities and CS1 for the growth experiment saithe. Abbreviations are as in Table 3.
Data is modified from Mathers et a1 (1992) to a 500 g standard fish size
Parameter

Regression
1.700 X 0.274 X 1.314 X 0.063 X = 0.104 X y = 0.193 X +
y = 1 . 1 6 0 ~-

RNA
RNA : protein
RNA : DNA
CS

y =
=
=
=

y
y
y
y

CO

LDH
CS1

0.724
0.556
0.304
0.468
0.329
0.338
1.770

sonal growth patterns of groups of fish (e.g. Bulow
1970, Bergot et al. 1981, Buckley 1984). Adams &
McLean (1985) have shown for largemouth bass
Micropterus salmoides that various indices, including
condition factor and liver-somatic index, may not reflect changes in growth or weight until several weeks
or months following a change in environmental conditions and would therefore be unsuitable for measuring
instantaneous growth rates. The GLI is useful as an
indicator of recent feeding (Talbot & Higgins 1982):
when fish are actively feeding the gall bladder is continuously excreting bile into the intestines and is small
in proportion to the liver, but when fish are not feeding
bile is stored and the gall bladder becomes larger in
proportion to the liver. Caeca1 number was found to
be related to body size found for rainbow trout Salmo
gairdneri Richardson (now Oncorhynchus mykiss)
(Bergot et al. 1981) and it was proposed that the
number of caecae present could influence the digestion of food and indirectly the growth rate of trout. In a
recent study significant differences in caeca1 weight
have been found between fed and starved salmon
(Pringle et al. 1992). In the present study CS1 was

n

r

P

38
38
38
14
16
12
27

0.683
0.694
0.477
0.734
0.628
0.677
0.595

< 0.001
c 0.001
C 0.01
~0.01
< 0.01
i
0.02
C 0.01

found to correlate with short-term growth rate for feeding and starving fish (from laboratory experiments)
and was the only physical index to do so. Growth rate
estimates from CS1 agreed with those form RNA concentration in only 2 cases: it may b e that the time
course of adaptation of the CS1 to feeding rates may be
different to the RNA response.
Consideration of the problems outlined above leads
to the conclusion that the most reliable method for
estimating growth rate is RNA content expressed
either as a concentration within the muscle or as a
ratio. There is increasing evidence that protein synthetic capacity and aerobic capacity may be linked because of the energy cost of protein synthesis (Goolish &
Adelman 1987, Houlihan et al. 1992) and in the present
study the activities of the aerobic enzymes CO and CS
were in agreement with the RNA concentrations in
most cases. However, LDH activity did not correspond
with RNA concentration, CO activity or CS activity. In
fact, LDH activity has been shown to be associated
with feeding frequency (Sullivan & Somero 1983) and
with swimming activity (Childress & Somero 1990)
rather than growth.

Table 5. Pollachius virens. Growth rate estimates for saithe caught a t the open sea sites using each of the parameters found to
correlate with growth rate. The values given are mean % d-'
SE. Where the growth rate was found to be less than 0 % d-'
the growth rate estimate is given as 'negative' because fish losing weight as a result of starvation were found not to show any
relationship with growth rate for all parameters except CS1

+

Site/date

Beryl. Aug 1988
nl1, ~ u 1988
g
Beryl, Oct 1988
Beryl, Apr 1989
Beryl, Aug 1989
Loch Ewe, Aug 1989

RNA: protein
( ~ mg-'1
g

+ 0.23",'
+ 0.17d,'

1.71
1.43
0.81 k
0.31 k
1.51 k
0.62 f

RNA: DNA
(mg mg-'1

RNA
(mg g-' WW)

CS
(pm01 g-'
DW min-')

1.60 t 0.28a,' 1.50 f 0.2Oab.' 1.17 t 0.16'C.'
1.41 _+ 0.24a.' 1.58 f 0.50a.' 1.60 rt_ 0.24a,'
0.08ab 0.52 0.08a 0.58 f 0.08a 0.57 k O.lOa
O.Oga 0.02 f 0.12a negative
not determined
O.lSa 1.09 f 0 . 1 3 ~ ~1.18 f 0 . 1 3 ~ ~not determined
0.32 f O.Oga 0.56 0.08"
0.06a 0.34 f 0.09'

+

+

CO

(pm01g-I
DW min-l)

+ 0.32d.'
+ 0.54b.'
+ 0.14a
negative
0.68 + 0.22b,u
0.51 + 0.20a,'
3.98
4.90
0.52

LDH
(mm01g-I
DW rnin-l)
0.58 f O.llk*'
0.61 f 0.08ar'
1.10 f O . l l b

CS1
(% body wt)

0.36 f
0.66
-0.28 t
negative
-0.52 f
0.01 0.03'
0.64 f
not determined 0.54 f

",b.c.dEstin~ates
at a given site on a given date not significantly different are ind~catedwith the same letter
'Estimates made at Beryl and TIIl in August 1988 that are not s~gnificantlydifferent
'Estimates made at Beryl and Loch Ewe in August 1989 that are not significantly different

+

0.13ca'

+ 0.17'.'

0.06'
0.05b
0.19~'.'
0.09a,*

38
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Other factors which may have an effect on the growth
rate estimates include temperature and exposure to extrinsic chemicals. Changes in water temperature have
been found to affect the growth rate of several species of
fish, with an increase in temperature resulting in higher
growth rates (Buckley 1982, 1984, Rafael & Braunbeck
1988). There is also evidence that fish growing at the
same rate have higher tissue RNA concentrations at
lower temperatures (Houlihan et al. 1992).In the North
Sea, fish found around oil platforms are subject to Little
1 "C;
change in temperature with season (normally
MAFF 1981),while fish from the inshore water of Loch
Ewe are subject to a wider range of temperature with
season. Therefore the growth rate estimates for the Loch
Ewe fish at 12 "C are possibly under estimates as the calibration curve was calculated from data collected at 8 'C.
The RNA concentration within tissues of fish has
been shown to be reduced as a result of exposure to
low pH (bIudge et al. 1977), cadmium (Kearns &
Aitchison 1979) and hydrogen cyanide (Barron &
Adelrnan 1984). Controlled exposure of laboratory
maintained Atlantic cod Gadus morhua to low concentrations of crude oil resulted in poor feeding, reduction
in condition factor, reduction in some organ-somatic
indices and the delay of spermeation (Kceniuk & Khan
1987).In the present study, no direct assessment of the
effect of possible exposure to hydrocarbons or other
chemical pollutants was made. However, it is worth
noting that none of the fish caught around the oil platforms were seen to be diseased or to have skin lesions,
and the organ somatic indices were not significantly
different from those fish maintained in the laboratory.
Comparison of the fish from the Beryl Field with those
from Transocean 111 in August 1988 showed no significant differences. Comparison of Beryl with Loch Ewe in
August 1989 showed no significant differences in the
measured values for each index, but values for estimated growth rate for the fish around the oil platform
were higher than those from the inshore loch after the
effect of body size was taken into account. This emphasises the need to compare like with like, and illustrates
the difficulties that can arise when comparing populations of differing size and age structure. To conclude this
comparison, it does not appear from this study that the
saithe found in the Beryl Oilfield are growing less well
than salthe at the other sites sampled.
It is necessary to accept that when sampLing fish or any
other animal from its natural environment, there are
many factors affecting the growth of that fish at the time
of capture which may or not be the same as factors
affecting the rate of growth several days or weeks prior to
capture, all of whch lead to inevitable uncertainties in the
interpretation of any inhvidual physical or biochemical
measurement. It would seem reasonable to suggest that,
although each individual index has its merits, the use of
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multiple indices to assess the growth rate of wild fish may
give a more reliable value which can take into account a
large range of environmental influences. The present
study demonstrates firstly the usefulness of both biochemical and physical measurements as indicators of
seasonal growth patterns of fish, and secondly the usefulness of biochemical indices as measures of growth rate at
the time of capture. The physical indices provided a
picture of the growth and feeding status of the fish for
several weeks prior to capture, and combining the information from all the physical indices provides a better
interpretation of the recent growth and feeding status of
each fish, or group of fish, than using only one index. The
biochemical measurements indicated the metabolic
activity of the white muscle at the time of capture, with
RNA concentration reflecting the protein synthetic
activity and the enzyme activities reflecting the energy
demand. Indeed, it was observed that h g h RNA concentrations coincided with high levels of aerobic enzyme
activity. In a theoretical situation where a group of fish
had been feeding under stable conditions for several
weeks, the biochemical measurements would all
indicate the same rate of growth and the physical indices
would reflect that rate of growth. However, the rate of
growth of fish is variable and can be affected by many
natural environmental factors and by extnnsic pollutants
(asdscussed above). Rapid changes in the concentrations
and activities of such substances as RNA, protein, citrate
synthase and cytochrome oxidase would cause changes
in the metabolic rate, and hence the growth rate, of the
fish w i h n a very short tune of exposure, but these
changes would not immediately be reflected in the
physical indices. Thus it is possible to imagine a fish
which had been growing well prior to exposure to some
adverse factor which would then exhibit low RNA concentrations and low levels of enzyme activity indicative of
a reduction in growth rate, coupled with high values for K
and CSI. Therefore the use of multiple indices can
provide a better assessment of the growth rate of an open
sea fish at its time of capture.
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